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SUMMARY
We propose in this paper an Eulerian finite element approximation of a coupled chemical fluid-structure
interaction problem arising in the study of mesoscopic cardiac biomechanics. We simulate the active
response of a myocardial cell (here considered as an anisotropic, hyperelastic, and incompressible mate-
rial), the propagation of calcium concentrations inside it, and the presence of a surrounding Newtonian fluid.
An active strain approach is employed to account for the mechanical activation, and the deformation of the
cell membrane is captured using a level set strategy. We address in detail the main features of the proposed
method, and we report several numerical experiments aimed at model validation. Copyright © 2013 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the numerical simulation of a coupled system modeling the interplay of the
deformation of an isolated myocardial cell and the microscopic chemical reactions occurring inside
the cell that generate active tension. This phenomenon has a considerable importance in several
biomedical applications [1], such as tissue regeneration, resynchronization therapies, and arrhyth-
mogenesis. Even if there is an increasing interest in such applications, also from the viewpoint of
scientific computing and numerical methods, most of the contributions focus on the study of the
excitation–contraction coupling in the heart at the tissue and organ levels (see, e.g., the review arti-
cles [2–4] and the references therein). The numerical aspects concerning the electro-mechanical and
electro-chemical effects taking place at the cell and sub-cell levels have been much less regarded,
and available studies focus mainly on zero-dimensional models for ion kinetics. Nowadays, clini-
cal trials are able to provide detailed experimental observations of the strong interaction of these
complex mechanisms allowing validation of the proposed models and methods. For instance, there
exist qualitative and quantitative clinical evidence of the hyperelastic anisotropic behavior of cardiac
myocytes [5] and of the specific influence of extracellular calcium concentrations on the contraction
of single cells [6]. The most basic experimental setting consists in taking specimens (a single or a
small group of cells) immersed in a blood-like fluid solution and putting them under strain while
stresses and related measures are obtained via mechanical transducers [1, 7].
In this work, we model the contractility of a cardiomyocyte surrounded by a Newtonian fluid
and the mechano-chemical interactions between calcium species and active contraction generation.
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It is well known that a total Lagrangian setting for the underlying problem (where flow equations
and ionic models must be rewritten in the reference configuration) may generate instabilities, vol-
umetric locking phenomena, and non-admissible displacements. In the so-called ALE formulation,
the fluid problem can be treated under either an Eulerian or Lagrangian method, whereas the solid
motion is described via a Lagrangian approach ([8,9]), and kinematic and dynamic coupling condi-
tions can be embedded into trial spaces and set weakly. This results particularly useful in the case
of small deformations; however, some difficulties can arise from the dependence of the solution
on the domain geometry. Moreover, interface-tracking approaches may exhibit problems related to
large structural deformations, free movement of the structure within a flow domain, and contact
of the structure with the domain boundary or with neighboring structures or selfcontact configura-
tions. Even if large deflections in the ALE framework employing full remeshing have been already
addressed (see, e.g., [10] and the bibliography therein), several problems are still present, especially
in three-dimensional cases where the computational burden is considerable. In the immersed bound-
ary method [11], the interaction equations require a smooth approximation of the Dirac measure to
ensure the communication between Eulerian and Lagrangian quantities, which is achieved by rewrit-
ing solid elastic forces into the fluid domain and the velocity field inducing the structure dynamics.
The method involves a fixed mesh for the fluid domain and a free moving nonconforming mesh for
the structure domain. The Lagrangian mesh is typically required to be approximately twice as fine
as the background Eulerian grid to avoid leaks at fluid-structure interfaces, and the whole domain
has to be re-meshed as the solid moves, resulting in additional computational cost. Moreover, in
some cases, the coordinate transformation needed at each time step affects volume conservation
during velocity interpolation [12]. Under a fully Eulerian description, one considers both fluid and
structure as a single continuum model. This strategy avoids some difficulties related to, for example,
mesh distortion; however, additional equations (typically transport of either displacements, stresses,
or deformation gradients) need to be solved with a high accuracy to correctly capture the evolution
of the deformation map.
Evidently, the choice for the description of motion will not only modify the model itself but will
also have a strong influence on the numerical implementation. We formulate our coupled problem
in a fully Eulerian framework, also motivated by the following: (1) the advantage that boundary
conditions for the soft tissue can be naturally described in terms of the differences of densities
and viscosities between the solid and the surrounding fluid (we introduce an implicit function that
handles the fluid-structure interface and drives the switch between the fluid and solid stresses) and
(2) a fully Eulerian approach permits to treat large deformations and contact effects without the
need of remeshing techniques (see, e.g., [13–15]). Our work follows these lines, but it differs in
that we employ a unique mesh and the same solver everywhere, and the coupling of stresses and
fluid-structure interface conditions are incorporated by a level set method. In general, interface cap-
turing can be pursued with either volume-of-fluid methods [16, 17], phase-field [18, 19], or level
set techniques [20, 21]. We follow [22] and implicitly capture the boundary of the elastic body as
the zero iso-surface of a level set function with a nearly unit gradient. Our development has been
further motivated by [23], where the approach of [22] is employed to simulate calcium-induced car-
diomyocyte contraction. However, here, we incorporate several variants on the method and in the
model itself. First, our method is entirely based on a finite element discretization on unstructured
meshes, whereas the numerical examples in [22,23] are obtained with finite differences. In addition,
we employ a modified level set approach based on the imposition of local mass preservation via
a Lagrange multiplier (see, e.g., [24, 25]). By approximating a Dirac measure as in the immerse
boundary method, we consider an active strain description of the activation mechanism based on the
assumption of a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient [26,27]. Finally, we adapt
a phenomenological model for the calcium-driven mechanical activation following [28]. From the
viewpoint of theoretical mechanics, the active strain approach is consistent in the sense that the mod-
ified energy functionals maintain the same stability properties of the passive hyperelastic material
(as, e.g., polyconvexity), which is not generally true in so-called active stress approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some required notation and provide
a consistent mathematical setting for the formulation of the mechano-chemical model. Section 3
presents a description of the FEM and a discussion on some discretization choices. A set of
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numerical examples illustrating the main features of the model and the accuracy of the numeri-
cal method are listed in Section 4, and we close with some comments in Section 5. Details on the
linearization procedures are provided in the Appendix.
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR CELL ACTIVE CONTRACTION
Let x represents the current position of a material particle of the domain  D t occupied by
the cardiomyocyte, which corresponded to the position  in the reference configuration 0  Rd ,
d D 2, 3. The motion of the myocyte is defined using the smooth one-to-one deformation map  W
00,T Œ! t0,T Œ,  D  ., t / representing the forward characteristics of the spatial veloc-
ity field u.x, t /  @t . The inverse deformation map is denoted by  W t0,T Œ! 00,T Œ,
 D .x, t / and it represents the backward characteristics field satisfying
@t C u  r D 0, .t D 0/D x, (2.1)
whereas the transport of the displacement field d D x   reads
@td C u  rd D u, d.t D 0/D 0. (2.2)
From the deformation gradient tensor F D Grad , we derive the right and left Cauchy–Green
deformation tensors C D FT F, B D FFT , and J D det F > 0. Here, Grad D .@=@kek/k stands
for the material gradient, whereas r D .@=@xkek/k and div./ denote, respectively, the gradient and
divergence operators with respect to spatial coordinates. The symmetric part of a tensor A will be
denoted by sym.A/ D AC AT . We denote the inverse deformation gradient by g D r. One can
readily see that Grad ., t /r. , t / D I and as consequence, the left Cauchy–Green tensor can
be rewritten in terms of Eulerian quantities as BD g1gT Dr1rT .
An Eulerian description of motion requires to recover the deformation history everywhere in t ,
which is typically represented by the material time derivative of the deformation gradient. How-
ever, there is no guarantee that the transported deformation gradient F will still describe a physical
motion. On the other hand, the transport of the inverse characteristics  by (2.1) or the Eulerian
displacements d by (2.2) gives rise to difficulties when det.r/ vanishes locally (especially in the
case of large deformations such as rotation of a free solid). Even if some remedies are available (for
instance, introducing penalization terms involving the curl of the deformation gradient [29]), here,
we advect B (which is more natural in a fully Eulerian setting) using
@tBC u  rBD sym.ruB/, (2.3)
which follows from the relations:
@t
r1C u  r r1Dru r1 , @t rT C u  r rT D rT ruT .
2.1. Anisotropic cardiac elastic response
The properties of hyperelastic materials are characterized by scalar stored-energy functions. We will
employ an anisotropic law whose strain energy is
W.F/D a
2b
exp.bŒI1  d/C
X
iDf ,s
ai
2bi

exp.bi ŒI4,i  12/ 1
C afs
2bfs
exp.bfsI 28,fs  1/, (2.4)
where a, af , as , afs , b, bf , bs , and bfs are experimentally fitted material parameters (taken as in
[30], Table I) and the invariants Ii are defined as follows
I1 WD t r.B/, I4,f WD f  f , I4,s WD s  s, I8,fs WD f  s. (2.5)
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Table I. Values for the material, calcium dynamics, and activation parameters.
a af as afs b bf bs bfs d1 d2
0.496KPa 15.193KPa 3.283KPa 7.209 20.417 11.176 0.662KPa 9.466 0.5 1Ms 2.5
1
s
1 2 3 4 5 k2 k3 k4 Df Ds
1.58
M
s 16
M
s 91
M
s 2 s
1 0.2 s1 1M 4M2 0.7481M4 60 m2s 30
m2
s
Figure 1. Left, multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient. Right, schematic representation
of an elastic body Dt immersed in an incompressible fluid domain ƒ nt .
Let f 0 and s0 denote the principal and secondary orthonormal axes, and let f WD Ff 0, s WD Fs0
denote vectors (not necessarily orthonormal) representing the alignment of the axes in the deformed
configuration. The Cauchy stress tensor is then specified as ( Appendix A):
TD

@W
@I1
@I1
@F
C @W
@I4,f
@I4,f
@F
C @W
@I4,s
@I4,s
@F
C @W
@I8,fs
@I8,fs
@F
	
FT
D a exp.bŒI1  d/BC 2af .I4,f  1/ exp.bf ŒI4,f  12/f ˝ f
C 2as.I4,s  1/ exp.bsŒI4,s  12/s˝ sC 2afsI8,fs exp.bfsI 28,fs/ sym.f ˝ s/.
The mechanical activation of the tissue is modeled using an active strain theory [26], where the
deformation gradient is split into a passive and an active components F D FEFA (Figure 1, left).
This represents that an intermediate elastic configuration E exists between the reference and cur-
rent ones, where the strain energy function is rewritten in terms of FE D FF1A , then pulled back to
the reference configuration, and finally written in terms of the following modified invariants
IE1 WD t r.BE/D I1 
X
l2¹f ,s,nº
l.lC2/
.lC1/2 Fl0  Fl0, I
E
8,fs WD
1
1C f f 
1
1C s sD
I8,fs
.1C f/.1C s/ ,
IE4,l WD FEl0  FEl0 D FF1A l0  FF1A l0 D

1 l
1C l
	2
l  l D .1C l/2I4,l , l D f , s,n.
Here, l is a smooth scalar activation function (to be defined later) acting on the generic direction
l0, whereas the active deformation gradient has a general anisotropic distribution on a triplet of
orthonormal vectors FA D IC ff 0˝ f 0C ss0˝ s0C nn0˝ n0.
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After writing explicitly the derivatives of W with respect to the modified invariants
(Appendix A), the activated stress tensor reads
TDa exp bŒIE1 d
0@B X
l2¹f ,sº
l.lC2/
.lC1/2 l˝ l
1AC 2af
.1Cf/2

IE4,f 1

exp

bf ŒI
E
4,f 12

f ˝f
C 2as
.1Cs/2

IE4,s  1

exp

bsŒI
E
4,s  12

s˝ s
C 2afs
.1C f/.1C s/I
E
8,fs exp

bfsŒI
E
8,fs
2

sym.f ˝ s/.
(2.6)
2.2. Calcium dynamics and calcium-driven mechanical activation
Intracellular calcium kinetics can be described with a number of models of varied complex-
ity (see for instance [31–34]). Since our interest is to recover cytosolic transients of calcium,
it is enough to consider reaction-diffusion models based on the interaction of cytosolic and
sarcoplasmic calcium concentrations, wc and ws , respectively. The following specifications are
used ([32]):
@twc C u  rwc  div.D.x/rwc/DK.wc ,ws/, @tws C u  rws D L.wc ,ws/ in t0,T Œ,
where DD diag.Df ,Ds/ and the nonlinear reaction terms are given by
K.wc ,ws/D 1  2w
2
c
k2Cw2c
C 3w
4
cw
2
s
.k3Cw2s /.k4Cw4c /
 4wc ,
L.wc ,ws/D 2w
2
c
k2Cw2c
 3w
4
cw
2
s
.k3Cw2s /.k4Cw4c /
 5ws .
The process of mechanical activation involves complex intracellular dynamics that triggers the bind-
ing of calcium to troponin, and eventually resulting in the activation of thin filaments [5]. We can
assume that such an activation depends directly on the cytosolic calcium concentration through the
following equation (a spatial analog to the macroscopic calcium-dependent activation model pro-
posed in [28]) @tf Cw  rf DG.wc , f/, with G.wc , f/Dd1wc  d2f , where the parameters
have been tuned to match [32] and are set as in Table I. The behavior of these reaction kinetics is
depicted in Figure 14, left.
2.3. Level set formulation
Let T > 0 and for any t 20,T Œ let us assume that the cell has smooth boundary  D @t and it
is surrounded by a regular domain ƒ (Figure 1, right). The closed surface representing the fluid-
structure interface is redefined as  D ¹.t ,x/ 20,T Œƒ W  .t ,x/ D 0º, where  is a level set
function. By convention,  .t , / is negative in t . The interface  is transported with the same
velocity, and thus the level set function satisfies
@t Cw  r D 0 in 0,T Œƒ, (2.7)
equipped with suitable boundary and initial data  D  b on 0,T Œ† and  .0/ D  0 in ƒ,
where † D ¹x 2 @ƒ W u  .x/ < 0º is the upstream (inflow) boundary and  denotes the outward
unit normal to the surrounding domain ƒ. The function  0, acting as initial datum for the scalar
transport equation, denotes the signed distance between x and the given initial cell membrane @0:
 0.x/D
²
inf¹jy  xjI y 2 @0º if x …0,
 inf¹jy  xjI y 2 @0º otherwise.
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The description of preferred directions can be naturally managed using a level set approach
as in [23]. Let 'f0 ,'s0 W 0 ! R be signed distance functions such that the preferred direc-
tions are given respectively by f 0./ D r'f0 ./ and s0./ D r's0./, and let us denote by
'f .x, t / D 'f0 ..x, t /, t /,'s.x, t / D 's0..x, t /, t / the corresponding transported fields. Notice
that r'f DrTr'f0 and r's DrTr's0, which yields that the principal direction in the current
configuration assumes the form
f D Ff 0 D FFT FTr'f0 D BgTr'f0 D Br'f , (2.8)
and analogously for the secondary direction sD Fr's0 D Br's .
2.4. Redistancing and regularization
Problem (2.7) does not preserve the so-called distance function property of the initial level set, which
may lead to numerical instabilities when the level set gradient is either very high or very small, often
occurring near  and @ƒ (see, e.g., [35,36]). The solution of an auxiliary problem (called redistanc-
ing method, [21, 37]) permits to re-establish the signed distance property of the level set function
while maintaining the position of the zero-level-set; however, it may introduce a substantial loss of
mass. Therefore, we introduce a Lagrange multiplier in the vicinity of the interface to enforce local
mass conservation, which also improves the performance of the method ([38]).
Let Q .t , / be the solution of (2.7). Introducing a pseudo-time 	 , we look for the solution of8<:
@ 
@	
.	 ,xI t /C v  r .	 ,xI t / D sgn  Q .t ,x/C 
.	 , xI t /g . .	 ,xI t // a.e. in 0,C1Œƒ,
 .0,xI t / D Q .t ,x/ a.e. in ƒ.
(2.9)
The advection vector is v D sgn. Q / r jr j , and sgn . Q'/ assumes the values 0,1,C1 on @t , t ,
and ƒ nt , respectively. The Lagrange multiplier 
.	 ,xI t / locally enforces a constant volume at
x 2ƒ, whereas g. / localizes the mass correction near the interface (and consequently depends on
the Dirac measure ı. /). Moreover, the Lagrange multiplier has an explicit average value 
V over
an arbitrary finite volume or patch V ƒ:

V.	 I t /D
R
V ı. / .v  r  sgn . Q'// xR
V ı. / g. /
, when V \ @t ¤ ; and 0 otherwise.
This implies that the stationary solution satisfies jr j D 1 a.e. in ƒ, and therefore  .1, I t /
is a signed distance and can be taken as the new level set function '.t , /. An advantage of this
procedure is that the solution of (2.9) preserves the position of @t and therefore the volume jt j
for any 	 > 0.
For a given " > 0, we introduce a layer of width 2" around  , where the regularization parame-
ter is chosen proportional to the local mesh-size. The sign, Heaviside and Dirac functions are then
replaced by their regularized versions, defined for all  2R as
sgn". /D 2H". / 1, H". /D
8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
0, if  < ",
1
2

1C  
"
C 1 sin

 
"
		
, if j j6 ",
1, otherwise.
ı". /D dH"
d 
. /D 1
2"

1C cos

 
"
		
, if j j6 " and 0, otherwise.
The density assumes constant values sd and fd inside and outside t , i.e., . / D sdH . /C
fd.1H . //, and its regularized form is ". /D sdH". /C fd.1H". //.
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2.5. Final form of the nonlinear coupled problem
If we suppose fluid incompressibility, the stresses in the solid and fluid domains are  sd D
T.B, f/pI and  fd D 2".w/pI, respectively, where p D p.x/ is pressure,  is the dynamic
viscosity of the external fluid, and ".w/D .rwCrwT /=2 is the strain rate tensor. The regularized
total stress is  .w, B, f ,p/DH". /T.B, f/C .1H". // 2".w/pI. Instead of considering
a particular pressure field defined on each medium and artificially extend them to the whole domain,
we here assume a continuous pressure everywhere (as in other contributions in Eulerian elasticity
[15, 22, 23]). This simplification does not have a major influence on the accuracy of the method and
therefore other alternatives may be used [13]. Collecting the elements aforementioned, we arrive at
the following fluid-structure interaction coupled model describing the bulk equilibrium and balance
of different fluxes: Find  , B, w, p, 'f ,'s ,wc ,ws and f such that, in 0,T Œƒ,
@t C u  r D 0 (2.10a)
@tBC u  rBD sym .ruB/ (2.10b)
". / .@tuC u  rw/ div D 0 (2.10c)
div uD 0 (2.10d)
@t'
f C u  r'f D 0 (2.10e)
@t'
s C u  r's D 0 (2.10f)
@twc Cw  rwc  div.D.x/rwc/DK.wc ,ws/ (2.10g)
@tws C u  rws D L.wc ,ws/ (2.10h)
@tf C u  rf DG.u, f/. (2.10i)
Boundary conditions are set as
 D  b on 0,T Œ†, . .D.x/rwc/D 0 on 0,T Œ@ƒ,
uD 0 on 0,T Œ†D , .2".u/ pI/ D 0 on 0,T Œ†N ,
where†D and†N represent portions of the boundary where either Dirichlet or stress-free boundary
conditions are enforced, respectively. Initial data are set as
.u.0/, .0/, B.0/,'f .0/,'s.0/,wc.0/,ws.0/, f.0//D .u0, 0, I,'f0 ,'s0,wc,0,ws,0, f ,0/, in ƒ.
Equations (2.10e)-(2.10f) associated to the preferred directions may also be computed using the
backward characteristics by 'f .x, t /D 'f0 ..x, t // and 's.x, t /D 's0..x, t //, respectively.
3. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION
3.1. Time discretization
Let us divide Œ0,T  into N subintervals .tn, tnC1/, n D 0, : : : ,N  1 of constant step t . For any
n > 1, the unknowns  n, Bn, wn, pn, 'fn ,'sn,wc,n,ws,n and n at time step n are computed iter-
atively. We employ the method of characteristics only for the advection of the level set functions
and calcium-driven activation. For 0 < s < T , the characteristic curve .,x, t / passing at time t
through x 2ƒ is defined as the solution of
@t.s,xI t /Dw..s,xI t /, t /, .t ,xI t /D x.
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For any function '.t ,x/, the total derivative reads
.@t' C u  r'/ .t , x/D @
@	
.' ..t , xI 	/, 	// jDt .
Following [39], this derivative is approximated by a first-order backward Euler scheme:
D'
Dt
.tn, x/
'.tn, x/ '

tn1,.1/n1.x/

t
,
where .1/n1.x/ D x t un1.x/ denotes the first-order approximation of .tn1, xI tn/ and the
solid shape at step n is n WD ¹x 2ƒI 'n.x/ < 0º. Problem (2.10) then reads: Find  n, Bn,un,pn,
'
f
n ,'
s
n,wc,n,ws,n and n such that, everywhere,
 n  n1 ı .1/n1 D 0 (3.1)
Bn Bn1
t
	
C un  rBn D sym .runBn/ (3.2)
 . n/
un  un1
t
C un  run

 div n D 0 (3.3)
div un D 0 (3.4)
'fn Ct un  r'fn D 'f ,n1 (3.5)
'snCt un  r'sn D 's,n1 (3.6)
wc,n wc,n1 ı .1/n1 tdiv.D.x/rwc,n/Dt K.wc,n1,ws,n1/ (3.7)
ws,n ws,n1 ı .1/n1 Dt L.wc,n1,ws,n1/ (3.8)
n  f ,n1 ı .1/n1 Dt G.wc,n1, f ,n1/. (3.9)
3.2. Consistent linearization and Newton algorithm
We will drop the subscript n whenever it is clear from the context. We introduce the functional
spaces V WD ®v 2H 1.ƒ/d W vD 0 on †D¯, Q D L2.ƒ/, M WD ° 2 L2.ƒ/dd W  D T ± and
the weighted multi-linear forms
m.u, vIw/D
Z
ƒ
w u  v, a.u, vIw/D
Z
ƒ
2w ".u/ W ".v/, b.v, q/D
Z
ƒ
q div u,
c.u, vIw,w/D
Z
ƒ
w Œ.u  r/wC .w  r/u  v, d.u, vIw, B/D
Z
ƒ
w .B W ru/ .B W rv/ ,
e.u, vIw, B/D
Z
ƒ
w sym .ruB/ W rv, f .u, BIw/D
Z
ƒ
w B W ".u/, g.,/D
Z
ƒ
 W  ,
˛.B,Iu/D
Z
ƒ
Œ.u  r/B sym .ruB/ W , ˇ.u,IB/D ˛.B,Iu/, i., /D
Z
ƒ
  ,
l., ID/D
Z
ƒ
Dr  r ,
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defined for all w, v,w 2 V ; q 2 Q; , 2 M ; ,  2 H 1.ƒ/ and D 2 Rdd , and for any
w 2 L1.ƒ/, B 2 .L1.ƒ//dd . The linearization of the stress in the direction of a velocity
and pressure increments ıw, ıp, is detailed in Appendix A. The tangent problem associated to
(3.2),(3.3),(3.4) reads: Find .ıwk , ıpk , ıBk/ 2 V Q M such that
m

ıuk , vI ". n1/
t
	
Cc

ıuk , vI ". n1/,uk

Ca

ıuk , vI 1H" . n1/

Cb

v, ıpk

Cd

ıuk , vI 4b E,k1 H" . n1/ , OBk1

Ce

ıuk , vI 2 E,k1 H" . n1/ , OBk1

C
X
l2¹f ,sº

d

ıuk , vI E,k
4,l
H" . n1/ , OBk4,l

C e
 
ıuk , vI 2 
E,k
4,l
.1C l ,n1/2H" . n1/ ,
OBk4,l
!!
C d

ıuk , vI E,k
8,fs
H" . n1/ , OBk8,fs

C e
 
ıuk , vI  
E,k
8,fs
1C f ,n1

.1C s,n1/
H" . n1/ , OBk8,fs
!
D hRu,p

uk ,pk

, viV ,V 0 , b

ıuk , q

b.ıuk , q/D hRp

uk

, qiQ,Q0 ,g
 
ıBk
t
,
!
g
 
ıBk
t
,
!
C ˛

ıBk ,Iuk

C ˇ

ıuk ,IBk

DhRu,B.uk , Bk/,iM ,M 0 , (3.10)
for all .v, q,/ 2 V Q M , where the corresponding residuals are defined as
hRu,p

uk ,pk

, vi Dm

uk  un1, vI ". n1/
t
	
C 1
2
c

uk , vI ". n1/,uk

C a.uk , vI 1H". n1//C b.v,pk/
C f

uk , H". n1/TkC.1H". n1//, 2".uk/I 1

,
hRp

uk

, qi D b.uk , q/, hRu,B.uk , Bk/, i D g
 
Bk Bn
t
,
!
C ˛

Bk ,Iuk

,
for all v 2 V , q 2 Q, 2 M . An alternative variational formulation, more convenient from the
implementation viewpoint, is presented in Appendix B.
3.3. Transport of principal directions, calcium, and activation
The transport of

'l ,n

l2¹f ,sº is uncoupled from (3.10) but is still solved inside the Newton loop,
because at tn the stress Tkn depends on .'l ,n/l2¹f ,sº. Then, for given

'0
l ,n
D 'l ,n1

l2¹f ,sº and
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ukC1, we look for .'k
l
/l2¹f ,sº 2Q such that
i
 
'k
l
t
, 
!
C j

'kl , IukC1

D i
'l ,n1
t
, 

, with l 2 ¹f , sº, 8 2Q. (3.11)
The reaction-diffusion system governing the calcium-driven mechanical activation is discretized in
time using a semi-implicit method. The variational formulation of (3.7)–(3.9) is as follows: given
wc,n1,ws,n1, f ,n1 and wn, find wc,n, ws,n and f ,n 2H 1.ƒ/ such that
i
wc,n
t
, 

C l .wc,n, ID/D i
 
wc,n1 ı .1/n1
t
CK .wc,n1,ws,n1/ , 
!
,
i
ws,n
t
, 

D i
 
ws,n1 ı .1/n1
t
CL .wc,n1,ws,n1/ , 
!
,
i
f ,n
t
, 

D i
 
f ,n1 ı .1/n1
t
CG wc,n1, f ,n1 , 
!
.
(3.12)
The overall coupling method is detailed in Algorithm 1. Notice that the transport of the fluid-
structure interface, activation, and calcium, are solved outside the Newton loop. The velocity field
is extrapolated by a second order prediction given by
un D 2un1  un2, (3.13)
and where we take the initial condition u1 D u0 D u.0/.
Algorithm 1 Eulerian coupling
1: set initial conditions and Newton tolerance 
2: from the known values un1, Bn1,

'ln1

l2¹f ,sº , n1,wc,n1,ws,n1, f ,n1
3: for t D .n 1/t , : : : ,T do
4: set initial increment

ıu0n, ıp
0
n, ıB0n
D .0, 0, 0/
5: initialize Newton residual k D 2
6: set, from the known values, p0n D pkn1, B0n D Bkn1,

'0
l ,n
D 'l ,n1

l2¹f ,sº
7: initialize the velocity field by a second order extrapolated prediction u0n D un (3.13).
8: for k D 1, : : : do
9: compute .ıukn, ıpnk , ıB
n
k
/ from (B.2).
10: update ukC1n D ukn C ıukn , pkC1n D pkn C ıpkn and BkC1n D Bkn C ıBkn
11: compute

'kC1
l ,n

l2¹f ,sº from (3.11), advected with velocity u
kC1
n
12: update principal directions f kC1n , skC1n using (2.8)
13: compute Newton residual kC1 WD


Ru,p uk ,pk

V 0
14: if "k <  then
15: break
16: end if
17: end for
18: update solution un D ukC1n , pn D pkC1n , Bn D BkC1n and 'l ,n D 'kC1l ,n , l 2 ¹f , sº
19: compute  n from (3.1), advected with velocity un
20: compute

wc,n,ws,n, f ,n

from (3.12), advected with velocity un
21: update solution un1  wn, Bn1  Bn,  n1   n, wc,n1  wc,n, ws,n1  ws,n,
f ,n1 f ,n , 'l ,n1 'l ,n with l 2 ¹f , sº
22: end for
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3.4. Space discretization by finite elements
We consider a partition Th of ƒ consisting of geometrically conforming simplicial elements K
(tetrahedra for d D 3, or triangles for d D 2), such that ƒD[K2Th . A Taylor–Hood finite element
approximation (see, e.g., [40]) is considered for the discretization of velocity and pressure on a mesh
of size hD maxK2Th diam.K/. Let us denote by 'kn,h an approximation of 'kn at the kth Newton
iteration of time step n and consider the following finite dimensional spaces:
Qh D
®
qh 2 C 0.ƒ/ W qhjK 2 P1,8K 2 Th
¯
,Vh D
°
uh 2 V \C 0.ƒ/d W uhjK 2 Pd2 , 8K 2 Th
±
,
Mh D
®
h 2M W h D Th ,h,ij jK 2 P1,8K 2 Th, 16 i , j 6 d
¯
.
The Galerkin approximation of (B.2) consists in finding

ıuk
n,h
, ıpk
n,h
, ıBk
n,h

2 VhQhMh such
that
hA

ıukn,h

, vhi C hB

ıpkn,h

, vhi C
X
i2I
hFiG1Hi .ıukn,h/, vhi
ChFiG1Ii

ıukn,h

, vhi D hRu,p

ukn,h,p
k
n,h

, vhi,
hqh,B0

ıukn,h

i D hRp

ukn,h

, qhi,
hJ

ıBkn,h

,hi C hK

ıukn,h

,hi D hRu,B

Bkn,h

,hi,
for all .vh, qh,h/ 2 Vh Qh Mh, where the bilinear forms are specified in Appendix B.
We notice that the weights w, Ow, Qw,wi ,w, Bi employed in A, B, Fi , Hi , Ii , J and K are approx-
imated by their P1 interpolants. The regularization parameter is chosen as " D 3 QhK , where QhK is
the average mesh-size near the element K (Section 2.4). In practice, we evaluate QhK using the mass
lumping matrix OS associated to the bilinear form m.'h, h/D
R
ƒ 'h  h, for all 'h, h 2Qh. This
leads to a diagonal matrix where the i th diagonal component represents the area of an elementary
cell Ci centered in the vertex vi . The cell contains one third of the adjacent element to the vertex vi
and it is defined by joining the barycenters bK of the elements K in the neighborhood of this vertex
with the centers of each edge in Th containing this vertex (Figure 2). Then the square root of the
diagonal components of OS approximate the local meshsize, which is particularly convenient when
the mesh is non-regular.
Figure 2. Elementary cell Ci centered at the vertex vi . By bK , we denote the barycenter of K 2 Th.
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(c)(b)(a)
(f)(e)(d)
Figure 3. Level set initialization: (a) image from confocal microscopy [43] (cell size is 109m26m) and
markers for the border identification, mesh for the (a) solid and (b) fluid domains, (d) initial interpolation,
(e) final level set profile, and (f) zero level sets before and after pre-processing (both curves coincide).
3.5. Initialization of the level set function
The generation of a signed distance field representation of the cell shape is needed to initialize the
level set method. For simple topologies, an analytical description of  is typically available, whereas
in most cases, one only has access to images or to meshes with no fields defined on them. Here, a
distance field is generated by computing the distance from every point to the discrete interface
h D[06i6NEi (Ei denotes an edge lying on the interface). For any node x0, we have
.x0,/D min
x2h
jx0  xj D min
06i6N

min
x2Ei
jx0  xj
	
.
A sign may be associated to the obtained distance by direct computation in a separate loop over the
mesh points [41] or by computing the normal vector to each element (see, e.g., [42]). These methods
require a complete mesh scan to evaluate the signed distances. We here provide only negative and
positive signs to vertexes inside and outside the solid, respectively, based on the resolution of the
redistancing problem of Section 2.4.
Starting from an image of a cell obtained from confocal microscopy [43] (Figure 3(a)), the gen-
eration of the signed distance field requires a parametrization of the geometry using a given number
of control points on the cell boundary, followed by a spline interpolation. An external box is created
outside the body, on which a positive level set field is defined. We generate triangular meshes for
t (Figure 3(b)),  (set as internal boundary), and for ƒ=t (Figure 3(c)). The whole pipeline
is performed using the mesh manipulator Gmsh [44]. On the mesh, we define a scalar field 0
that assumes the value 0 on  , 1 inside and C1 outside t . However, 0 has zero gradients
inside and outside  and therefore it is not appropriate to initialize (2.9). We then redefine 0 as
f .x/0.x/, where f .x/¤ 0 inƒ (see Figure 3(d)) and we choose f .x/D .xC10/.yC10/ for
ƒD0, 100Œ0, 50Œ. In addition, a mass lumping is used to smooth the initial level set behavior near
 . That is, we solve N times the matrix problem OS  O0 D S 0, where S ,bS denote the mass and
mass lumping matrices. The value of the level set field in O0.x0/ is then equal to the average value
of 0 over N D 3 layers around x0. The redistancing problem is then initialized with O0 until the
steady state is reached and the solution is a signed distance and can therefore be employed as initial
data for the coupled problem. A summary of the main steps of the pipeline is presented in Figure 3.
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
All our numerical tests have been implemented using the open source finite element library
Rheolef [45].
4.1. Example 1: Solid motion in a lid-driven cavity flow
We first study the motion of a deformable solid immersed in a lid-driven cavity following [46]
(see also [47]). We perform a qualitative comparison with the results reported in [46], where the
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authors use a fixed-mesh finite difference method for the FSI problem and track the interface with a
combination of immersed boundary and force-projection methods.
The deformation of the solid is governed by (2.6) with b D af D as D afs D 0, and we consider
different densities for the fluid and solid domains. The domain of interest is ƒ D0, 1Œ2 and we
assume that the system is initially at rest. The unstressed solid is a disk of radius 0.2 centered on
.0.6, 0.5/. At t D 0, the top wall slides with a speed w D .1, 0/. The fluid viscosity is f D 0.01,
and we consider two cases with as D 0.01 and as D 0.1.
Figure 4. Example 1: Stream function contours for Re D 1, as D 0.1, and f D 0.01, respectively, at times
t D 1.25, t D 4, t D 5.5, t D 7.25, t D 9.5, and t D 62.
Figure 5. Example 1: Stream function contours for Re D 1 and f D as D 0.01, respectively, at times
t D 1.25, t D 3.25, t D 3.75, t D 5.25, t D 5.75, and t D 34.25.
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In Figures 4 and 5, we visualize the particle deformation and the flow field for six consecutive
snapshots. In both cases, we observe that the elastic body ends up near the center of gravity, and the
flow field reaches a steady state. We also notice that the solid deformation is not symmetric around
the disk’s vertical centerline and the deformation is more evident in the case of smaller elastic mod-
ulus as D 0.1, which is in agreement with respect to the results in [46]. To avoid contact between
the solid and the top wall, we restrict the solid-wall distance to be larger than "D h. In addition, we
trace the centroid of the solid via the approximation xc D .
R
t
H".'/x dx/.
R
t
H".'/ dx/
1
.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of xc for two different values of the elastic modulus, where a more
regular trajectory is observed for as D 0.1.
Figure 6. Example 1: Trajectories of the solid centroid over t 2 Œ0, 150 for two values of as .
Table II. Example 2: Output values Ji for different values of as .
f as 1=h J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6
10 -3.9624E-2 2.1598E-2 1.3130E-4 2.1752E-1 2.8589E-3 9.7198E-3
16 -3.4698E-2 2.1264E-2 1.2911E-4 1.3585E-1 1.3137E-3 3.9149E-3
0.01 0.05 25 -3.2272E-2 1.9945E-2 1.2354E-4 8.6924E-2 8.0848E-4 4.4934E-3
50 -2.9963E-2 1.9361E-2 1.1777E-4 4.3458E-2 4.7628E-4 1.7027E-3
100 -2.8769E-2 1.8999E-2 1.1458E-4 2.1730E-2 2.7067E-4 1.0052E-3
150 -2.8756E-2 1.8940E-2 1.1357E-4 1.4489E-2 2.2156E-4 7.2550E-4
200 -2.8740E-2 1.8911E-2 1.1328E-4 1.0867E-2 1.7549E-4 5.3330E-4
Reference values -2.8720E-2 1.8771E-2 1.1290E-4 — — —
Values from [15] -2.8250E-2 2.0550E-2 1.6060E-4 — — —
10 -2.7814E-2 1.2529E-2 5.5647E-5 2.1762E-1 2.4577E-3 3.7395E-3
16 -2.1338E-2 1.1603E-2 4.7034E-5 1.3589E-1 1.1182E-3 9.3158E-4
0.01 0.10 25 -2.0012E-2 1.0766E-2 4.0292E-5 8.6937E-2 7.1559E-4 2.0117E-3
50 -1.6836E-2 1.0125E-2 3.6384E-5 4.3464E-2 4.1459E-4 1.3799E-3
100 -1.6192E-2 9.8720E-3 3.4762E-5 2.1732E-2 2.1465E-4 6.7208E-4
150 -1.5777E-2 9.8210E-3 3.4295E-5 1.4490E-2 1.8331E-4 4.3927E-4
200 -1.5646E-2 9.7830E-3 3.4066E-5 1.0868E-2 1.3689E-4 3.1633E-4
Reference values -1.4601E-2 9.4760E-3 3.2615E-5 — — —
Values from [15] -1.4600E-2 1.0080E-2 3.9290E-5 — — —
10 -6.1388E-3 1.8185E-3 2.1538E-6 2.1802E-1 1.0249E-3 1.5142E-5
16 -2.6605E-3 1.3076E-3 1.6636E-6 1.3592E-1 8.3094E-4 9.7748E-6
0.01 1.00 25 -2.6123E-3 1.2766E-3 9.0292E-7 8.6937E-2 7.1559E-4 7.0117E-6
50 -2.2240E-3 1.1221E-3 4.1097E-7 4.3461E-2 1.2846E-4 4.4354E-6
100 -1.8130E-3 1.0433E-3 3.4370E-7 2.1726E-2 7.4604E-5 4.1837E-6
150 -1.7516E-3 1.0369E-3 3.3874E-7 1.4488E-2 5.6782E-5 3.0913E-6
200 -1.7434E-3 1.0210E-3 3.2703E-7 1.0864E-2 4.8826E-5 3.0657E-6
Reference values -1.6773E-3 8.9420E-4 2.3331E-7 — — —
Values from [15] -1.5120E-3 9.8900E-4 3.8920E-7 — — —
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4.2. Example 2: Driven cavity with elastic bottom
We now focus on the steady-state behavior of a fluid immersed in a cavity with an elastic bot-
tom. The domain ƒ D0, 1Œ2 is split into a structure and a fluid domain s D0, 1Œ0, 1=4Œ and
f D0, 1Œ1=4, 1Œ, respectively. At the upper boundary of f , the fluid undergoes a smooth tan-
gential velocity uD .4x.1x/, 0/T , and the structure is fixed at the bottom. Homogeneous Dirichlet
data are prescribed on the remaining boundaries and the physical parameters are set to f D s D 1,
f D 0.01 and as D 0.05. Following [15], we observe the following outputs: structural displace-
ment at point 0 D .1=4, 1=4/, L2 norm of the displacements, structure and fluid incompressibility
constraints, and relative volume error:
J1 D dx.0/,J2 D dy.0/,J3 D kdk20,s ,J4 D kdiv uk0,f ,J5 D k1 J k0,s ,J6 D
V  Vi
Vi
.
Table II depicts the computed functionals Ji for successively refined meshes and different values
for as , along with reference values from [15]. A satisfactory agreement is observed as h decreases.
In addition, linear rates of convergence are obtained for the functionals related to incompressibility
J4,J5,J6 (Figure 7 (a)), as predicted also by [48].
A further comparison is performed with respect to the Eulerian and ALE-based computations
from [15]. Relative errors for J1,J2, and J3 are displayed in Figure 7 (b), (c), and (d), respectively.
The same convergence rate is observed for all methods.
(b)(a)
(d)(c)
Figure 7. Example 2: Relative errors for the incompressibility-related functionals (a), and comparison with
ALE and Eulerian methods from [15] in terms of errors for J1 (b), J2 (c), and J3 (d).
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4.3. Example 3: Cardiomyocyte active contraction - grid convergence
We now perform a fully Eulerian simulation of a deformable cardiomyocyte immersed in a fluid.
The geometry has been segmented from a single adult rat cell morphology [43] (Section 3.5). The
full anisotropic law is employed to describe the mechanical response of the cell. The spatial accu-
racy of the numerical approximations is studied by computing normalized errors in the energy norms
on succesively refined meshes with respect to a highly accurate reference solution (obtained with a
meshsize of hD 1=150). These errors are computed at a final time T D 0.5 s and are defined as
e.u/ WD
kuh  Quk.H1.ƒ//d
kQuk
.H1.ƒ//
d
, e.p/ WD kph  QpkL2.ƒ/k QpkL2.ƒ/
, e.B/ WD
kBh  QBk.L2.ƒ//dd
k QBk
.L2.ƒ//
dd
,
where the tildes refer to the refined reference solution. The error history is displayed in Figure 8
(top left panel), where we see suboptimal convergence rates, typically observed in multifluid models
when the mesh is not fitted with the interface [35].
We now set the material parameters b, af , as , afs to zero and study the evolution of the quantities
L1D 1
T
kuk0,t IT ,L2D
1
T
jB11j0,t IT ,L3D
1
T
jB22j0,t IT ,L4D
1
T
jI1j0,t IT ,L5D
1
T
jI4,f j0,t IT ,
L6D 1
T
j 11j0,t IT ,L7D
1
T
j 22j0,t IT ,L8D
1
T
j j0,t IT ,L9D
1
T
jwcj0,t IT ,L10D
1
T
jwsj0,t IT ,
Figure 8. Example 3: Spatial convergence in the natural norms for a cell immersed in a fluid (top left), and
convergence history of the outputs Li with respect to spatial resolution.
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on the interval t 2 Œ0,T D 8s for different meshsizes (N mesh points on the xaxis). Here,
k  k0,t IT and j  j0,t IT denote the L2.0,T I ŒL2.t /2/ and L2.0,T IL2.t //norms, respec-
tively. The remaining panels of Figure 8 show the mean L2norm as function of N1. An almost
second-order accuracy for velocity and almost first-order accuracy for the components of B and the
mechanical invariants is observed. The time step is small enough, and the time horizon is large
enough to not influence substantially the overall accuracy. Table III reports the convergence of
computed functionals along with reference values (obtained by numerical continuation). The time
evolution of some of these quantities is shown in Figure 9, where a maximum stretch of about 20%
can be observed.
4.4. Example 4: Cardiomyocyte active contraction - Validation of physiological conditions
We now compare our results with those observed in [31]. Zero-stress boundary conditions are
imposed on the fluid domain, and we study the local variation of the calcium wave front. In par-
ticular, we evaluate the propagation of the wavefront along the cell mean axis and compute the
wavefront velocity. Figure 10 shows the trajectory and velocity of the calcium front for t 2 Œ0, 1.1s,
and a satisfactory agreement is observed with respect to the published data.
We also study the cell shortening during contraction and compare with experimental data acquired
from time-lapse contraction sequences using a combination of interface contrast, video-microscopy,
and image correlation methods [49]. The calcium wave starts from the left side of the cell and
we observe the time evolution of the average stretch I4,f (representing the rate of shortening with
respect to the initial length in the direction of f 0).
For these results, we have modified the kinetics of the activation, yielding to the specification
G.wc , f/ D 0.25Œ1=.Ms/wc  2.5Œ1=sf C 0.09Œ1=s. Initial conditions are set as wc,0 D
0.3586ŒM, ws,0 D 2.1436ŒM, and f ,0 D1.49E4, as seen in Figure 11(left).
From Figure 11 (middle), we observe a close fit of the simulated cell length with respect to the
experiments. Displacements are obtained by integrating the first component of the intracellular strain
Figure 9. Example 3: Time evolution of some outputs for different spatial resolutions.
Figure 10. Example 4: Propagation of calcium (thick dashed red line) and comparison with unloaded (blue
line) and isometric (cyan line) tests from [31] (left), and local variation of wave propagation velocity (thick
red line) and comparison with tests for unloaded (blue line) and isometric (cyan line) tests (right).
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Figure 11. Example 4: Modified active strain behavior (left), and comparison with experiments from [49]
in terms of cell length evolution (middle) and displacements on left and right ends of the myocyte (right).
Figure 12. Example 5: Propagation of cytosolic calcium in the free cardiomyocyte and associated velocities
for t D 0.05, 3.35, 3.5, 3.75, 4.3, 8 s (from left to right and from top to bottom).
along the longitudinal cross-section at the middle of the cell. In both simulations and data, the fully
contracted cell has a length of 102m, corresponding to a maximum contraction of about 10% with
respect to the initial cell length. This takes place after 1.35 s from the start of the cycle. Details on
the displacement of both extremities of the cardiomyocyte are presented in Figure 11 (right). Both
experimental data and simulations show that the calcium wave propagation induces a phase shift in
the displacement of the cell extremities. More precisely, the contraction of the right end is gener-
ated with a delay of about 0.37 s with respect to that on the left. We stress that these values were
obtained with the aim to match the measured data from [49]. In experimental settings, the employed
instruments are able to decrease (via pacing protocols) the intrinsic (much higher) frequency of the
myocyte, to the values we recover herein.
4.5. Example 5: Effect of boundary and initial conditions on contractile behavior
In light of experimental observations from [34, 50] and accordingly to the anisotropic diffusion of
cytosolic calcium wc , the orthonormal preferred directions of contraction have been initially set to
f 0 D .0, 1/T and s0 D .1, 0/T , implying 'f0 .x/D x and 's0.x/D y. Different contraction patterns
have been simulated. First, (Figure 12) the cell has been let free to move and a localized cytosolic
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spark is originated from the center of the cell, which triggers two fronts of calcium waves that spread
simultaneously towards the cell extremities. The cardiomyocyte is then stretched, and two intricate
phases of contraction–relaxation interaction are visible on both ends. Such a contraction pattern in
the longitudinal direction is associated to a relaxation in the transversal direction, also due to the
incompressibility of the solid. Furthermore, one can see that calcium propagation induces cell bend-
ing, which is consistent with experimental observations reported in [51]. Figure 14 (bottom) depicts
Figure 13. Example 5: Propagation of cytosolic calcium in the cell and associated velocities for t D
0.05, 3.25, 3.55, 3.65, 4, 6 s (from left to right and from top to bottom).
Figure 14. Example 5: Propagation of calcium concentrations and activation (left, in solid blue, dashed-
dotted green, and dashed red, respectively) and velocity components (right) on a single spatial point.
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the evolution of calcium, mechanical activation, and velocity components at a fixed point near the
cell center. These results reveal that the transverse velocity has a small periodic pattern synchronized
with the activation peak. The kinetics of .wc ,ws , f/ agree with the predicted dynamics: a peak in
cytosolic calcium triggers, up to a delay of about 0.2 s, a peak in the activation, which induces a
rhythmic contraction of the cardiomyocyte. Our simulations also indicate that the periodic pattern
of contraction is significantly modified when the cell is no longer free to move in the fluid. After
fixing the left end, one observes an increase of bending response (Figure 13). From Figure 14 (top)
it is clear that calcium and activation patterns exhibit substantial differences with respect to the pre-
vious case. In particular, the bending is affected by the rhythmic patterns of the transversal velocity
field.
4.6. Example 6: Patterns of calcium propagation and activation
A better understanding of the activation of the mechanical response is obtained by focusing on
the spatio-temporal evolution of the intracellular calcium-driven activation. In Figure 15, we plot
a line-scan showing successive snapshots of the propagation of intracellular calcium and activation
waves along the cell main axis. This figure highlights the influence of the cytosolic calcium on
triggering the cardiomyocyte contraction. From top to the bottom, one notices that a peak of cytoso-
lic calcium induces two wave fronts propagating in opposite directions, generating simultaneously
the activation maximum. Then, the activation reaches the cell extremities and generates maximum
contractility before the degeneration of the wave front. These results are also in agreement with
wavelengths of cytosolic calcium and active deformation patterns obtained with Lagrangian finite
elements in [52]. As reported in [53], both contraction and intracellular calcium propagation pat-
terns can be perturbed by particular dynamics near the cell nucleus. Even if these effects were not
considered explicitly, the inclusion of different biomechanical properties on the nucleus or other
organelles (as larger stiffness or heterogeneity in the conduction patterns) can be straightforwardly
incorporated with a further level set function.
Figure 15. Example 6: Calcium and activation profiles (solid blue, dashed red, and dashed-dotted green,
respectively) for t D 7.65, 8, 8.55 s (left panels), and activation patterns with velocity fields (right panels).
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have introduced an Eulerian finite element formulation for the numerical simulation of incom-
pressible hyperelastic materials immersed in a Newtonian fluid and their interaction with chemical
processes related to the release of cytosolic and sarcoplasmic calcium governed by reaction-
diffusion equations. In summary, the main contributions of this work reside in that: (1) the mechan-
ical description of the cell relies on a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient into
an elastic passive response and an anisotropic active component that is driven directly by the cal-
cium release; (2) the Eulerian motion of the whole domain is characterized by transporting the left
Cauchy–Green strain tensor rather than the inverse characteristics or deformations; (3) the fluid-
structure interface is captured using a level set approach, which entails the use of a unified finite
element solver for both fluid and solid. The cell mass conservation (crucial issue in Eulerian meth-
ods) is here enforced by a local Lagrange multiplier; (iv) a consistent Newton–Raphson linearization
of the solid Cauchy stress tensor is applied, which guarantees stability for multiphysics coupling
algorithms; (v) the numerical scheme is entirely based on finite elements; and (vi) several numer-
ical examples are presented to address in detail the relevance of the mathematical model in terms
of physiological meaning (propagation patterns and velocity of calcium waves, contractile response
to mechanical activation) and the features of our numerical method in terms of spatio-temporal
convergence and accuracy of the FSI coupling.
Some extensions of the developments in this paper are being currently explored. In particular,
we are focusing on the construction of robust preconditioners that would allow substantial savings
in computational effort. In addition, further simulations in a full three-dimensional setting are part
of current developments, and we also foresee the applicability of the proposed framework to the
simulation of macroscopic cardiac electromechanics (at both tissue and organ level).
APPENDIX A: USEFUL DERIVATIVES AND LINEARIZATION EXPRESSIONS
Passive mechanics
The derivatives of the invariants of the left Cauchy–Green deformation tensor B of (2.5) with respect
to F are
@I1
@F
D 2F,

@I4,l
@F
	
l2¹f ,sº
D 2Fl0˝ l0, @I8,fs
@F
D F sym.f 0˝ s0/.
For a given invariant Ij , we define  j WD @W=@Ij , where W is the internal stored energy function
(2.4):
 1D a
2
exp.bŒI1d/, . 4,l/l2¹f ,sºDal.I4,l1/ exp.bl ŒI4,l12/, 8,fsDafsI8,fs exp.bfsI 28,fs/.
Their derivatives with respect to F are
@ 1
@F
D 2b 1F, @ 4,l
@F
D 4,lFl0˝ l0, with l 2 ¹f , sº, @ 8,fs
@F
D 8,fsF sym.f 0˝ s0/,
where
4,l D 2al Œ2bl.I4,l  1/2C 1 exp.bl ŒI4,l  12/, 8,fs D afs

2bfsI
2
8,fs C 1

exp

bfsI
2
8,fs

,
with l 2 ¹f , sº. The directional derivatives of some tensor quantities in the direction of a spatial
velocity increment ıw are given by
DFŒıwD .rıw/F, DBŒıwD sym.rıwB/, D

@I1
@F
	
ŒıwD 2rıwF,
D

@I4,l
@F
	
ŒıwD 2rıwFl0˝ l0, l D f , s, D

@I8,fs
@F
	
ŒıwDrıwF sym.f 0˝ s0/,
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yielding the following expression for the linearization of the passive stress tensor T in the direction
of ıu:
DTŒıuD
X
j

@ j
@F
WDFŒıu
	
@Ij
@F
FT C
X
j
 j

@Ij
@F
DFT ŒıuCD

@Ij
@F
	
ŒıuFT
	
D 4b 1.B W rıu/BC 2 1 sym.rıuB/
C 24,f .f ˝ f W rıu/f ˝ f C 4 4,f sym.rıuf ˝ f /
C 24,s .s˝ s W rıu/ s˝ sC 4 4,s sym.rıus˝ s/
C 8,fs .sym.f ˝ s/ W rıu/ sym.f ˝ s/C 8,fs sym .rıu sym.f ˝ s// .
Active mechanics
Analogously, active scalar and tensor quantities along with their linearizations are defined as
follows:
@IE1
@F
D 2F 2
X
l2¹f ,s,nº
l.lC 2/
.lC 1/2 Fl0˝ l0,
@IE
4,l
@F
D 2.1C l/2Fl0˝ l0, with l 2 ¹f , s,nº,
@IE
8,fs
@F
D .1C f/1.1C s/1F sym.f 0˝ ß0/.
The scalar coefficients  Ej WD @W=@IEj are
 E1 D
a
2
exp.bŒIE1 d/, E4,l D al

IE4,l1

exp

bl

IE4,l1
2
, E8,fs D afsIE8,fs exp

bfs

IE8,fs
2	
,
and we have
@ E1
@F
D 2b E1
0@F X
l2¹f ,s,nº
l.lC 2/
.lC 1/2 Fl0˝ l0
1A ,
@ E
4,l
@F
D E4,lFl0˝ l0,
@ E
8,fs
@F
D E8,fsF sym.f 0˝ s0/,
where
E4,l D
2al
.lC 1/2

2bl

IE4,l  1
2C 1 exp bl ŒIE4,l  12 with l 2 ¹f , sº,
E8,fs D
afs
.1C f/.1C s/

2bfs

IE8,fs
2C 1	 expbfs IE8,fs2	 .
The directional derivatives read
D

@IE1
@F
	
ŒıuD 2rıwF
0@I X
l2¹f ,s,nº
l.lC 2/
.lC 1/2 l0˝ l0
1A ,
D
 
@IE
4,l
@F
!
ŒıuD 2
.1C l/2rıwFl0˝ l0I l D f , s, D
 
@IE
8,fs
@F
!
ŒıuD rıwF sym.f 0˝ s0/
.1C f/.1C s/ ,
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which gives
DTŒıuD
X
j
 
@ Ej
@F
WDFŒıu
!
@IEj
@F
FT C
X
j
 Ej
 
@IEj
@F
DFT ŒıuCD
 
@IEj
@F
!
ŒıuFT
!
D 4b E1
 OB1 W rıu OB1C 2 E1 sym rıu OB1
C E4,f
 OB4,f W rıu OB4,f C 2 E4,f
.1C f/2 sym.rıu
OB4,f /
C E4,s
 OB4,s W rıu OB4,s C 2 E4,s
.1C s/2 sym.rıu
OB4,s/
C E8,fs
 OB8,fs W rıw OB8,fs C  E8,fs
.1C f/.1C s/ sym

rıw OB8,fs

,
where OB1 D BPl2¹f ,s,nº l.lC2/.lC1/2 l ˝ l , OB4,l D l ˝ l , OB8,fs D sym.f ˝ s/.
APPENDIX B: ALTERNATIVE VARIATIONAL FORMULATION
Let us define #ki D
 OBkj W rıuk OBkj and &kj D sym rıuk OBkj with j 2 I , and we denote
wk1 D 4b E,k1 H" . n1/ , wki D E,ki H". n1/, ´k1 D 2 E,k1 H". n1/,
´k4,f D
2 
E,k
4,f
H". n1/
.1C f ,n1/2 , ´
k
4,s D
2 
E,k
4,s H" . n1/
.1C s,n1/2 , ´
k
8,fs D
 
E,k
8,fs
H". n1/
.1C f ,n1/.1C s,n1/ ,
with i 2 ¹.4,f /, .4, s/, .8,f s/º. In addition, we define the forms
r.u,IB/D
Z
ƒ
.B W ru/.B W /, s.u,I B/D
Z
ƒ
sym.ruB/ W  ,
for all u 2 V ,  2 M , and B 2 .L1.ƒ//dd . Then, problem (3.10) reads: Find
ıuk , ıpk , ıBk ,#ki ,&ki such that
m

ıuk , vI ". n1/
t
	
C c

ıuk , vI ". n1/,uk

Ca

ıuk , vI 1H". n1/

C b

v, ıpk

C
X
i2I
f

v,#ki Iwki

C f

v,&ki I ´ki

DhRu,p.uk ,pk/, viV ,V 0 ,
g

#ki ,

D r

ıuk ,I OBki

,
g

&ki ,

D s

ıuk ,I OBki

,
b.ıuk , q/DhRp.uk/, qiQ,Q0 ,
g
 
ıBk
t
,
!
C ˛.ıBk ,Iuk/C ˇ.ıuk ,IBk/DhRu,B.Bk/,iM ,M 0 ,
(B.1)
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with i 2 I , for all .v, q/ 2 V Q and . ,/ 2M . Notice that the unknowns #ki ,&ki , i 2 I can be
eliminated by inverting the operator associated to the corresponding bilinear forms. In fact, for given
regular weights w, Ow, Qw,wi ,w, Bi let us define the bounded weighted linear operators A W V ! V 0,
B W V ! Q0, B0 W Q ! V 0, Fi W M ! V 0, G W M ! M 0, .Hi , Ii / W V ! M 0, J W M ! M 0,
K W V !M 0 as follows:
hA.u/, vi Dm.u, vIw/C c .u, vI Ow,u/C a .u, vI Qw/ , hB.v/,pi D b .v, ıp/ ,
hG .#/ ,i D g .# ,/ , hFi .#/ , vi D f .v,# Iwi / , hHi .u/ ,i D r .u,IBi / ,
hIi .u/,i D s .u,IBi / , hJ .B/ ,i D 1
t
g.B, /C ˛.B,Iu/, hK.u/,i D ˇ.u,IB/,
for all v 2 V ,  2M . Clearly, G1 exists and we can write h# i ,i D hG1
H ıwk ,i, for all
 2M , which leads to
hFi .# i / , vi D hFi

G1

Hi

ıuk

, vi, 8v 2 V ,
and we proceed analogously for the equations corresponding to &i and Ii . Then, system (B.1) reads:
Find ıwk , ıpk , and ıBk such that for all .v, q,/ 2 V Q M ,
hA.ıuk/, viChB

ıpk

, viC
X
i2I
hFiG1Hi .ıuk/, viChFiG1Ii .ıuk/, viDhRw,p.uk,pk/, viV,V 0 ,
hq,B0.ıuk/iDhRp.uk/, qiQ0,V ,
hJ .ıBk/,i C hK.ıuk/,iDhRu,B.Bk/,iM ,M 0 .
(B.2)
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